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Abstract Interoceptive awareness is the conscious perception of sensations that create a sense of the physiological 
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Abstract Interoceptive awareness is the conscious perception of sensations that
create a sense of the physiological condition of the body. A validation study for the
Japanese translation of the Multidimensional Assessment of Interoceptive Aware-
ness (MAIA) surprised with a factor structure different from the original English-
language version by eliminating two of eight scales. This prompted an exploration
of the similarities and differences in interoceptive bodily awareness between
Japanese and European Americans. Bicultural Japanese-Americans discussed con-
cepts and experiences in the two cultures. We conducted focus groups and
qualitative thematic analyses of transcribed recordings. 16 participants illustrated
cross-cultural differences in interoceptive bodily awareness: switching between
languages changes embodied experience; external versus internal attention focus;
social expectations and body sensations; emphasis on form versus self-awareness;
personal space; mind–body relationship; context dependency of bodily awareness
and self-construal. The participants explained key concepts that present challenges
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26 of self-regulation lost in the factor analysis. In Japanese culture, self-regulation

27 serves the purpose of conforming to social expectations, rather than achieving an

28 individual self-comforting sense of homeostasis. Our findings will inform the next

29 phase of improving the MAIA’s cross-cultural adaptation.

30

31 Introduction

32 Interoceptive awareness has been defined in the research literature in a variety of

33 ways (Farb et al. 2015; Khalsa et al. 2018). For the purposes of this study,

34 interoceptive awareness refers to the conscious perception of sensations from inside

35 the body that creates the sense of the physiological condition of the body (Craig

36 2003), such as heart beat, respiration, satiety, and the autonomic nervous system

37 sensations related to emotions (Craig 2002) and stress (Durlik, Brown, and Tsakiris

38 2014). Similarly, the term body awareness refers to the conscious perception of

39 sensations from inside the body including proprioception, but is also often used in a

40 self-objectified way describing how one believes to be perceived by others from the

41 outside (Mehling et al. 2009).

42 Research interest in the role of interoceptive awareness in mind–body

43 interventions, such as mindfulness training, meditation, yoga, tai chi, and

44 contemplative practice has grown world-wide in the last two decades (Khalsa

45 et al. 2018). This is due in part to numerous findings that variations in interoception

46 are implicated in behavioral health (Khalsa et al. 2018). Dysregulation of

47 interoception is associated with psychopathology, whereas training or improving

48 interoception through mind–body interventions and contemplative practice can

49 improve overall health (Farb et al. 2015).

50 The Multidimensional Assessment of Interoceptive Awareness (MAIA) was

51 developed to capture levels of interoceptive bodily awareness that participants may

52 be able to perceive and self-report (Mehling et al. 2012). The tool was designed to

53 enable researchers to measure changes resulting from mind–body interventions,

54 such as mindfulness training, meditation, yoga, and Tai Chi, and has been applied in

55 a variety of research settings. The MAIA consists of eight scales: Noticing, Not-

56 Distracting, Not Worrying, Attention Regulation, Emotional Awareness, Self-

57 Regulation, Body-Listening, and Trust.

58 As the use of mind–body interventions becomes more globalized, including

59 countries and cultures from which the underlying contemplative practices originate,

60 a more culturally informed framework of both qualitative and quantitative research

61 becomes imperative. The MAIA, for example, has been translated into over 25

62 languages and for most of them, there is evidence that these translations have

63 acceptable psychometric properties similar to those of the original English version.

64 However, in languages and cultural populations in which the psychometric

65 properties are dissimilar to the original, exploratory investigation into the

66 underlying similarities and differences in the cultural conception of interoceptive

67 and/or body awareness is warranted.

68 One recent study evaluated the validity of the Japanese translation of the MAIA,

69 MAIA-J, in a sample of Japanese psychology students (Shoji et al. 2018). The factor
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structure of the MAIA-J was found to be slightly different from the original English-
language version. Exploratory factor analysis (EFA) eliminated 7 questionnaire 
items, decreasing the number of items from 32 to 25 and the number of factors from 
8 to 6 (Shoji et al. 2018). This eliminated the MAIA Not-Worrying scale (the 
tendency not to experience emotional distress with physical discomfort) and the 
Self-Regulation scale (the ability to regulate psychological distress via attention to 
body sensations). Most other original factors were confirmed in the university 
student sample. Another study confirmed this six-factor structure of the MAIA-J in a 
similar sample of Japanese university students (Fujino 2019).

Although the validity of the MAIA-J was confirmed by both studies, the 
elimination of the Self-Regulation and Not-Worrying scales is intriguing, and may be 
attributable to several factors, including translation issues, sample characteristics not 
representative of the general population, and culturally specific framework of body 
awareness (Shoji et al. 2018). Based on cognitive interviews in Shoji et al.’s study, 
the difficulties with the Not Worrying scale in the MAIA-J appeared to be primarily 
due to translation problems. Other language and cultural adaptations of the MAIA 
also demonstrated weak internal consistency of this scale (Mehling 2016).

Reasons for problems with the Self-Regulation scale in the MAIA-J are less clear. 
In longitudinal studies this scale appeared to be one of the most important ones 
(Bornemann et al. 2014; Mehling 2016). In its original version, the four items are: 
“When I feel overwhelmed, I can find a calm place inside”; “When I bring awareness 
to my body, I feel a sense of calm”; “I can use my breath to reduce tension”; “When I 
am caught up in thoughts, I can calm my mind by focusing on my body/breathing.” 
In the MAIA-J, only the last Self-Regulation item was retained but moved to the 
Body Listening scale. For comparison, in both other East Asian translations, none of 
the original items were lost: the Taiwanese translation retained the original 8-factor 
structure (Lin et al. 2017), the Korean version found a better model fit with 7 factors: 
Self-Regulation and Body Listening items were combined into a new 7-item “Return 
to Body” scale.

The Japanese translation of another body-related psychological questionnaire met 
with a similar fate: the Japanese version of the Body Attitude Test differed from the 
original Dutch version in the factor analysis, which could not distinguish between 
“negative appreciation of body size” and “general body dissatisfaction”. The 
authors discussed the possibility of cultural differences and hypothesized that 
Japanese people are unable to distinguish body perception from body dissatisfac-
tion. In addition, Japanese women appeared to have fewer positive feelings towards 
their body image (Kashima et al. 2003).

Japanese cultural traditions were historically influenced by Zen Buddhism, with 
its implicit practice of mindful attention to body sensations, particularly to breathing 
(Ozawa-de Silva 2002; Sekida 1975). Zen practice, which developed from Mahayana 
Buddhism and was introduced to Japan from Korea and China, generally emphasizes 
embodied practices (Noguchi 2004; Park, Sung, and Misan 2016a, b) more than the 
Theravada Buddhist tradition with its stronger presence in centers in the West, 
particularly in the US. However, the importance of Zen practice in Japanese culture 
has been dwindling since World War II (Bodiford 1992), and
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Japan’s traditions have even been described—and bemoaned—as “effectively 
obliterated” (Noguchi 2004), while at the same time Buddhist practices have 
become increasingly popular in the West, although often in a secularized adaptation 
(Desbordes 2016; Kirmayer 2015). Japan is one example of a country in which 
“Western” adaptations to mindfulness practice, e.g. Jon Kabat-Zinn’s work (Kabat-
Zinn 2013), a practice based on Eastern tradition, are reimported and become 
increasingly popular, both in academia and popular culture. Publications on 
mindfulness (written in katakana in Japanese to indicate the “Western” origin of the 
word) and meditation, written by Zen monks (Yamashita 2018) and mental health 
professionals (Hiroaki 2011), have appeared within the last decade. In Zen Buddhist 
communities in Japan, efforts are underway to integrate the embodied Zazen 
practice, which uses sitting form and body awareness to calm the mind, with 
“Western” mindfulness practice: Ryodo Yamashita, a Japanese monk who has 
taught Zazen in the US contends that, since “Western” mindfulness practice 
contemplates the thinking mind, it may be a valuable addition to the traditional Zen 
culture in Japan (Yamashita 2018). Nevertheless, as discussed in Shoji et al. (Shoji 
et al. 2018), although there is a large literature on cultural differences between 
Japanese and Western psychology, publications on cross-cultural differences of 
interoceptive bodily awareness are sparse (Ma-Kellams 2014; Maister and Tsakiris 
2014).

This study thus aims to further explore similarities and differences between 
Japanese and US-American interoceptive bodily awareness in bilingual-bicultural 
adults who can describe both perspectives. One limitation of the Shoji et al. 
validation study was its reliance on responses from young university students 
without determination of their experiences with mind–body therapies or practices 
(Shoji et al. 2018). To complement the validation study, we interviewed individuals 
with dual Japanese/US-American identities from a wider range of age, gender, 
education level, occupational backgrounds, and prior engagements in mind–body 
practice.

We recruited focus group participants who identified as Japanese individuals, are 
bilingual in Japanese and English, and have had enough experience in both Japan and 
the US to comment from both cultural perspectives. Our aim was to learn more about 
potential cultural differences in the concept of body awareness through their lived 
experiences. This paper summarizes the ensuing discussion, complemented by 
exploratory quantitative data collection of their socio-cultural orientations and 
responses to MAIA in both languages. The study was approved by the University’s 
Institutional Review Board.

Methods

Participants

We recruited bilingual, bicultural Japanese-Americans living in the US to 
participate in a focus group. We advertised in the San Francisco Bay Area, 
distributed flyers in San Francisco’s Japantown stores and cultural agencies, and
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placed an ad in a Japanese-language regional newspaper. Interested potential 
participants called a research assistant, whose first language was Japanese. She 
explained the study and screened for eligibility in either language. Inclusion criteria 
were fluency in Japanese and English, age 18 years or older, and residence as an 
adult for at least 2 years in both the US and Japan.

Overall Study Design

Participants received consent forms and questionnaires, including the English and 
Japanese MAIA, in the mail to complete at home and bring to the first focus group 
session. Pre-focus group questionnaires also collected demographics on age, gender, 
education, and a brief description of their prior experience with mind–body and/or 
contemplative practices. To further characterize the sociocultural orientations of our 
participants, we added self-report instruments regarding acculturation, level of 
bicultural integration, and degree of independent and interdependent self-construal. 
Each participant attended two successive sessions. The first session discussed 
potential cultural differences in the experience and awareness of the body, in the 
context of being familiar with the MAIA. The second session reviewed specific 
issues with MAIA items.

Questionnaires

MAIA and MAIA-J Questionnaires The original English version of the MAIA 
(Mehling et al. 2012) includes 32 items on eight multi-item scales: (1) Noticing: the 
awareness of uncomfortable, comfortable, and neutral body sensations; (2) Not-
Distracting: the tendency to ignore or distract oneself from sensations of pain or 
discomfort; (3) Not-Worrying: the absence of emotional distress or worry with 
sensations of pain or discomfort; (4) Attention Regulation: the ability to sustain and 
control attention to body sensation; (5) Emotional Awareness: the awareness of the 
connection between body sensations and emotional states; (6) Self-Regulation: the 
ability to regulate psychological distress by attention to body sensations; (7) Body 
Listening: actively listening to the body for insight; and (8) Trusting Scale: the 
experience of one’s body as safe and trustworthy. The MAIA is in the public domain 
(website, accessed 5/2020). Higher scores indicate higher interoceptive bodily 
awareness. We used all original 32 items in their Japanese translation. Participants 
completed the MAIA in both English and Japanese in one sitting at home, in part out 
of convenience to keep participant burden low, in part for participants to more 
clearly notice differences in their ease of responding to the items. For this study, an 
additional check box accompanied each Japanese item to be marked when an item 
was unclear, difficult to respond to, or confusing. The checked items were discussed 
in the second focus group session.

General Ethnicity Questionnaire (GEQ) (Tsai, Ying, and Lee 2000) Developed and 
validated for Chinese-Americans, the GEQ has been used in numerous other 
cultures to assess acculturation. With permission by the author, we modified the
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198 39-item version into an English-language Japanese-American version with a 6-point

199 Likert scale. It assesses preferred use in Japanese language (Japanese Language

200 Affiliation), participation in Japanese cultural activities (Activities) and social

201 affiliation (Social Affiliation), pride in Japanese culture (Pride), preference for

202 Japanese media (Media), and Japanese food (Food). Higher scores indicate higher

203 Japanese cultural orientation.

204 Bicultural Identity Integration Scale (BIIS-P) (Benet-Martínez et al. 2001) Accul-

205 turation is the process by which individuals from one culture adopt values and

206 attitudes of another culture, e.g. after immigration to a new country. In multi-

207 cultural societies, individuals may adopt a bicultural identity. To assess this form of

208 cultural adaptation strategies, we applied the BIIS-P, comprised of a short

209 descriptive vignette that individuals rate with regard to how much it reflects their

210 bicultural identity experiences. Its pilot version included a single composite item

211 that we reworded for Japanese-USAmericans and separated into four items, using a

212 6-point Likert scale. Higher scores indicate lower levels of bicultural integration (i.

213 e. viewing the two cultural identities as separate, rather than complementary and

214 integrated with each other) (Benet-Martı́nez et al. 2001).

215 Singelis Self-construal Scale (SSCS) (Singelis 1994) Validated in a multi-cultural

216 sample (Singelis and Brown 1995), the SSCS includes 30 statements answered on

217 two 6-point Likert subscales, which measure the independent and interdependent

218 dimensions of self. Based on concepts developed by Markus and Kitayama (1991a),

219 it proposes that cultural norms, beliefs, and values shape the structure and content of

220 the self. According to this model, people in the West hold an independent view of

221 the self that emphasizes the separateness, internal attributes, and uniqueness of

222 individuals, whereas many non-Western people hold an interdependent image of

223 self, stressing connectedness, social context, and relationship. Higher values

224 indicate stronger agreement with statements reflecting the respective style of self-

225 construal.

226 Similar to the concept of bicultural identity integration, Singelis et al. (2018)

227 found that high scores in either self-construal are not mutually exclusive; one can

228 score high in both independent and interdependent self-construal, depending on life

229 and sociocultural experiences. Preference for one self-image over the other is

230 assessed by subtracting the interdependent from the independent self-construal.

231 Positive difference scores indicate stronger independent and negative scores

232 stronger interdependent self-construal. Given our focus group participants’ socio-

233 cultural and linguistic background, we expected relatively high scores in both

234 domains.

235 Focus Groups

236 Structure Focus group sessions lasted 2 h and were led by two moderators (AF and

237 WM), supported by a bilingual Japanese research assistant who helped with logistics

238 and could function as an ad-hoc translator for specific Japanese terms when needed.
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239 Groups met twice, 1 week apart. Discussions were conducted in English, though

240 participants cross-talked in Japanese as well. The sessions were recorded,

241 transcribed, and translated from Japanese into English when necessary. Participants

242 were paid $40 for each session. In addition, a Japanese psychologist with expertise

243 in mind–body interventions was present to assist with terminology if needed.

244 Session One Focus Group Guide The aim of the first focus group session was to

245 elicit statements that could illustrate potential cultural differences in the experience

246 and awareness of the body. The first session was semi-structured, beginning with an

247 open-ended prompt: “Please tell us from your personal perspective about

248 differences between Japanese-American and European-American cultures in how

249 you think and talk about what you feel with your body. By ‘feeling,’ we mean

250 sensations that you feel in your body, which can be emotional (e.g., anxiety,

251 sadness) or physical (e.g., stomach pain, muscle tensions).” Probing questions

252 included, for example, “Do you experience a major difference in the cultural

253 conception of the body between Japan and US-American cultures?”

254 The second question was: “We have read that the ‘sense of self,’ which is a

255 European-American term, the sense of who you are, in the US may be more

256 understood as determined by each individual, thought of as independent, whereas in

257 Japan it may be more determined by a sense of belonging to a group, thought of as

258 interdependent. Do you believe that this includes how you perceive or attend to your

259 body? Do you feel that there may be a difference between Japanese and US-

260 American cultures?” Probing questions were: “Do you find yourself sometimes

261 switching back and forth from a more Japanese to a more US-American way of

262 thinking in regards to your body?” and “Can you please illustrate this for us using

263 your own experience?”

264 Session Two Focus Group Guide The second session for both focus groups

265 reviewed specific MAIA items that focus group participants had identified as

266 difficult to answer or confusing. We read these items to the group, preceded by the

267 question: “We found that several questions on the MAIA-J questionnaire were more

268 difficult to respond to than others. Can you please share your thought process when

269 you read the following question(s): ….” Probing questions were: “Why was it so

270 difficult to answer this question?” and “Would you understand this question

271 differently in a Japanese cultural context compared to US-American culture?”

272 Quantitative Analyses

273 Summary scores for the MAIA and MAIA-J scales were calculated if at least half of

274 the items for each scale were answered. Missing values for the SSCS were

275 substituted by the closest integer to the mean of the remaining scale items.

276 Distribution was assessed for normality by the Shapiro–Wilk W test.
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Qualitative Analysis

Methodology The focus of the qualitative analysis was to explore the ways in which 
culture—specifically, Japanese culture—influences the physiological and cognitive 
aspects of interoceptive bodily awareness. We assumed a qualitative methodology 
that leans towards ontological realism, rather than relativism. Our focus group 
methodology was based on Lincoln and Guba’s post-positivist paradigm in which the 
inquirer is cast in the role of “expert” (in the topic of interoceptive awareness) 
(Lincoln and Guba 1985). However, our inquiry also necessitated a space for 
exploration, because the focus group moderators did not have prior knowledge of 
interoceptive awareness in Japanese culture. Given the topic of interoception, it was 
appropriate for our methodology to also draw from phenomenology, a philosophical 
standpoint that views the human body as a lived body “wherein subjectivity is always 
corporeally expressed (Leonard 1989).” Our method of inquiry acknowledged that 
there are certain descriptive “truths” to the culture within Japanese society that—at 
this point in time—hold a degree of realism that was not influenced by the 
researchers’ subjectivity or reflexivity (as in, for example, the constructivist 
approach) (Charmaz 2006). The impetus of this study was that the validation of the 
MAIA-J did not fit the existing hypotheses about interoceptive awareness when 
applied in Japan. Therefore, a post-positivist methodological stance appeared 
appropriate to “challenge” the existing hypotheses (Guba and Lincoln 1994) that the 
investigators had developed in the West. Our epistemological stance from 
phenomenology allowed us to study the dimensions of a person’s lived experience, 
leaving room for an exploration of the phenomenology of body situated in a society, 
which is not necessarily constant and fixed over time.

  Given our methodological strategy of eliciting new information rather than 
confirming a priori theory, we used an inductive approach to identify common 
themes, patterns, and relationships within the responses of the focus group members, 
following the strategy of Lincoln and Guba (Krueger and Casey 2000; Lincoln and 
Guba 1985). The focus groups sessions were recorded, transcribed, and uploaded to 
Dedoose, a cross-platform app for analyzing qualitative and mixed methods research 
(Dedoose 2018). Since small portions of the focus group responses were spoken in 
Japanese (for example, to describe a word that did not have literal translations in 
English), our native-Japanese research assistant aided in the transcription of these 
words and phrases and offered contextual information in the transcripts in a way that 
caused minimal bias for the analytic process.

The coding process was supervised by SA, an anthropologist with extensive 
qualitative research expertise. Coding was conducted by three authors (AF, LS, 
WM), who independently scanned primary data for words and phrases most 
commonly used by respondents and assigned preliminary codes and categories. For 
focus group excerpts that included a Japanese word (e.g. “tatamae”) or culturally 
specific terminology (e.g., “kata”), in vivo coding was employed initially to ensure 
that the raw data were accurately reflected in the analysis (i.e., without inaccurate
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320 translation or inference). After independent coding, the three authors (AF, LS, WM)

321 met to discuss and compare derived codes and categories, which were, in turn,

322 iteratively refined until consensus was reached to ensure inter-rater reliability.

323 Finally, thematic analysis was conducted by four authors (AF, LS, WM, HH) to

324 resolve coding differences through discussion in conference meetings and develop a

325 cogent conceptual model derived directly from participants’ descriptions of their

326 lived experiences. During these discussions, the larger themes such as “social

327 expectations and body sensations” were developed from the more specific in vivo

328 codes and categories such as “reading the air” or “gaman,” as well as the timing and

329 contexts within the focus group, during which these phrases arose. These thematic

330 discussions included two Japanese-speakers (HH, LS) to ensure that linguistic and

331 cultural nuances were not lost in translation from the original transcript, since the

332 focus group facilitators (AF, WM) did not speak Japanese. (The raw data and codes

333 are deposited at https://doi.org/10.7272/Q6XG9PCW).

334 Results

335 Participants’ Characteristics

336 From May to July 2017, we recruited 16 participants for two focus groups (each

337 consisting of two successive sessions) of 7 and 9 participants, respectively.

338 Participants’ ages ranged from 25 to 70 years (mean age 48±11.8). All participants

339 had lived in both Japan and the US, and most had lived in each country for over

340 5 years, except for two participants who had only lived in the US for 2 years. Nine

341 participants had Bachelor’s degrees, six had Master’s degrees, and one had a PhD.

342 All participants were born to Japanese parents. Two participants were born in

343 Hawaii, one in Germany, and all others in Japan. One participant was male, one was

344 transgender male, all others were female. Regarding prior experience in mind–body

345 methods, 14 participants had been exposed to or experienced at least some Tai-Chi,

346 yoga, meditation, or other mind–body practices; only one reported a regular

347 practice. Our focus group participants reflected a population of individuals who

348 identified as being of Japanese ethnicity with substantial living experience in both

349 Japanese and US-American cultures.

350 Compared to a previous mostly North-American study sample (164 students or

351 teachers of mind–body practice for less than 5 years) (Mehling et al. 2012), our

352 focus group participants appeared to score noticeable lower on the MAIA scales for

353 Not-Distracting, Not-Worrying, Attention Regulation, Emotional Awareness, and

354 Body-Listening, but similar for Noticing, Self-Regulation and Trusting (Table 1).

355 Scores on both MAIA and MAIA-J scales were similar. One participant missed the

356 English version. Six participants answered only one of the 3-item MAIA Trusting

357 scale, and four did not complete this scale in the MAIA-J.

358 Of the questionnaires assessing socio-cultural orientations and acculturation

359 (Table 2), only the SSCS responses demonstrated a non-normal score distribution.

360 Participants demonstrated mostly mixed to relatively low acculturation status, with

361 relatively high levels of pride for Japanese culture and preference for Japanese
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Table 1 Results of MAIA and MAIA-J responses

Our focus group participants Comparisonc

MAIAa MAIA-Ja MAIAa

Scale Meanb (SD) n Meanb (SD) n Meanb (SD) n

3.66 (0.78) 15 3.38 (1.05) 15 3.79 (0.60) 164

2.39 (1.12) 15 2.25 (1.11) 16 3.13 (0.79) 164

2.36 (1.20) 15 2.31 (1.17) 16 3.13 (0.88) 164

2.90 (0.75) 15 3.00 (1.01) 16 3.65 (0.68) 164

3.79 (0.64) 15 3.52 (0.86) 15 4.13 (0.79) 164

3.31 (0.73) 15 3.30 (0.75) 16 3.79 (0.94) 164

2.73 (0.97) 15 2.77 (1.25) 16 3.41 (0.94) 164

Noticing

Not-Distracting 
Not-Worrying 
Attention Regulation 
Emotional Awareness 
Self-Regulation 
Body Listening 
Trusting 4.06 (0.84) 9 3.31 (1.35) 12 4.09 (0.75) 164

a Higher score indicates higher degrees of interoceptive awareness
b Possible range: 0–5
c For comparison, we present MAIA data from a sample of 164 mostly North-Americans who are

students of or less experienced teachers of mind–body practice.(7)

Table 2 Descriptive statistics for GEQ, BIIS-P, SSCS [all ranges 0–5]

Measure n Mean (SD)

Modified general ethnicity questionnaire (GEQ)a

Language affiliation 13 3.61 (0.36)

Social affiliation 12 3.40 (0.77)

Pride 14 3.34 (0.79)

Activities 14 2.70 (1.24)

Media 16 2.27 (1.29)

Food 16 3.3 (0.84)

Bicultural identity-integration scale (BIIS-Pb) 12 2.17 (1.18)

Singelis self-construal scale (SSCS)

Independent self-construal 16 3.04 (0.61)

Interdependent self-construal 16 2.98 (0.66)

Preference: independent minus interdependent scorec 16 0.06 (0.86)

a

b

c

Higher scores indicate stronger preference for Japanese culture and thus less acculturation
Higher scores on the BIIS-P indicate lower bicultural identity integration
Higher (positive) scores indicate preferential independent and lower (negative) scores 
preferential interdependent self-construal

Cult Med Psychiatry

language affiliation, social affiliation, and food. Preference for activities slightly
favored Japanese cultural activities over US-American. Media preference subscale
showed the strongest acculturation. Consistent with the GEQ findings, our

participants demonstrated high degrees of bicultural identity integration.
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Figure 1 shows the distribution of values for the preferential (difference between) 
independent and interdependent self-construal scores. Most values were between 0 
and + 1 [possible range − 5 to + 5], indicating slightly higher or equal strength of 
independent versus interdependent self-construal. Five participants had negative 
values, indicating a dominant interdependent self-construal. Plotting independent 
versus interdependent self-construal (Fig. 2), 11 of 16 participants were found in the 
right upper quadrant demonstrating strong self-construal in both independence and 
interdependence. Such dual developed self-construal pattern is found in bicultural 
individuals (Yamada and Singelis 1999), although the degree to which participants 
viewed their dual cultural identities as separate or integrated (BII) varied (Fig. 3).

Qualitative Analysis Results (Table 3)

Cross-Cultural Differences in Interoceptive Bodily Awareness

Switching Between Languages Changes Embodied Experience Our participants 
described thinking, feeling and behaving differently when they speak English versus 
Japanese, and that their personality and behavior immediately change when they 
switch between languages. In general, they felt that they are more polite when 
speaking Japanese and more assertive or casual when speaking English, and that this 
shift is reflected in changes in their tone of voice, their gestures, and their body 
language.

385 My body language changes. I feel, with English I’m more open. And perhaps

386 more comfortable. (P12)

387 [In Japanese,] you might not be so expressive in hand gestures, or even face

388 gestures. (P11)

Fig. 1 Frequency distribution of independent minus interdependent SSCS (positive values indicate
preferential independent over interdependent self-construal)

AQ5
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389 Our participants stated that speaking Japanese involves more onomatopoeia (i.e.,

390 words imitating a sound associated with what is named), which changes the way

391 they express emotions and related body sensations and allows for conveying vague

392 emotions and feelings without explicitly talking about them.

393 In Japanese those words actually express your body feeling or emotional

394 senses… You don’t have to really talk about it, though you can share the

395 feeling. We assign different sounds to different feelings, emotions, whether

396 you are feeling anxious, maybe around your chest: Doki doki suru. (P16)

Fig. 2 Scatter plot of independent self-construal score vs interdependent self-construal score. Right
upper quadrant=high independent and high interdependent self-construal (n=11); left upper quadrant= 
high independent and low interdependent self-construal (n=4); right lower quadrant=high interdependent 
and low independent self-construal (n=1); left lower quadrant=low independent and low interdependent 
self-construal (n=0)

Fig. 3 Frequency distribution of BIIS-P (higher bicultural identity integration construct is reflected by
lower scores on the BIIS-P)
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397 Speaking in Japanese they also use references to anatomical body parts or regions,

398 such as Hara, to express emotions. When asked to locate it anatomically, most stated

399 that hara is around the belly button and best translated as stomach, gut, or belly.

400 We have an expression saying: ‘Hara woWatte Hanasou’ (腹を割って話そう,

401 literally: ‘let’s talk opening the belly’). It means to lay everything on the table,

402 frankly and fully show ‘honne’: real intentions by opening the belly and showing

403 every thought inside of ourselves.(P10)

404 Honne can be translated as one’s private self or thoughts. Reference to hara is also

405 commonly used to verbally express anger (腹がたつ hara ga tatsu; literally: my

406 stomach is standing up). Another example of a body part mentioned to express

407 emotion is mune or chest/heart, such as in the expressions 胸が躍る(mune ga

408 odoru, literally: my heart is dancing) or 胸が高鳴る (mune ga takanaru, literally:

409 my heart is beating hard). Both are used to convey the feeling of excitement.

410 Although anatomically defined, these references are used more as a figure of speech,

411 generally without any sensory awareness of the involved body parts.

412 Actually, sometimes I feel when I’m really, really, really angry I feel

413 something in my stomach…. But when you ask a person ‘do you feel that in

414 your body?’ they would say ‘what are you talking about?’(P4)415

416 External Versus Internal Attention Focus Our participants stated that, compared

417 with the US, in Japanese society one pays much more attention to how one is

418 perceived by others (externally), rather than how one feels internally. The concern

419 about how one may be viewed by others creates a habit of constantly observing

420 one’s own actions through the eyes of others, a mental habit that influences almost

421 everything one does.

422 [I am always thinking] how other people perceive me or how I am perceived

423 from others. And I think that’s kind of the way we learn to self-regulate.(P1)

424 The participants noted the extraordinary amount of external orientation of attention

425 required as a member of Japanese society, and how this social orientation is firmly

426 rooted in the culture and socialization process. The participants also described this

427 in contrast in how they direct their attention in the US, noting that it is easier as an

428 US-American to pay internal attention to the self, while as a Japanese it is difficult

429 to turn the focus away from the surrounding and back to inside themselves. “[It is

430 difficult] turning everything off and sort of like re-evaluate the inside…What do you

431 mean like ‘me’ or ‘my body’? It was always about, like, external stimuli or

432 environment or other people, relationships. And it’s sort of hard to bring it back to

433 yourself.”(P8)

434 The participants further illustrated this external orientation of attention with three

435 social phenomena in Japan: the fear of losing face (shame), social avoidance

436 (Tajinkyofusho), and the romantization of suicide. They described the Japanese

437 culture as a culture of shame, where people are aware of shame from a young age.

438 The self-objectifying over-focus on awareness of the outside, of what other people

439 may think, can lead to social avoidance and isolation. Taijinkyofusho, for example,
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440 is a form of social anxiety where individuals are scared to go outside because they

441 do not want to cause trouble to others around them, rather than being afraid of what

442 others may do to them, as in social phobia. Suicide, in turn, has been romanticized

443 as a way to clear one’s perceived shame and to save one’s face, which gives it a

444 distinct positive cultural value. Again, in contrast to what they have experienced in

445 US-American cultures, these social phenomena related to external orientation

446 appear to be much more common in Japan.

447 Social Expectations and Body Sensations Related to external orientation, consid-

448 erations for the group appear to be more important than talking about oneself and

449 one’s physical and emotional needs. This preference of group needs over one’s

450 individual needs created difficulties in answering the I-statements on the MAIA.

451 Most importantly, body sensations that could be out of line with the group would be

452 repressed as a form of self-regulation, in order to avoid causing trouble for others.

453 Even if I was sick, I would still go to work. Even if I was coughing, I would

454 wear my mask, and then I would still go. And then you have to kind of just

455 endure, gaman 我慢, because if you take off then you are causing trouble to

456 everybody around you. So you have kind of this pressure to just endure and go.

457 (P9)

458 Gaman means to “endure” or to “withstand the difficulties” in order to meet social

459 expectations and achieve social harmony, and that gaman contributes to repressing

460 feeling strong emotions and ignoring bodily sensations. Taken to the extreme,

461 gaman has led to death by overwork (karoshi 過労死) or suicide.

462 Japan has one of the highest suicidal rate I think in developed countries. …

463 And maybe that has to do with not being able to talk about your body, or self-

464 awareness or not paying attention to your body warnings kind of things…

465 social structure is causing that kind of inhibition.(P1)

466 So sometimes gaman, or self-sacrifice for fitting in the context, is not good;

467 but we are expected to ignore our body sensations as a way of self-sacrificing

468 for collective virtue.(P4)

469 Participants stated that from an early age, social expectations are integrated in

470 culture and education, and children are taught to conform, to be normal, to “fit in,”

471 and to “follow the rules.”

472 [In Japan] ‘the nail that sticks up gets hit on the head.’… But over here [in the

473 US] it’s the squeaky wheel gets the grease.(P9)

474 Meeting social expectations requires “reading the air,” feeling the atmosphere in the

475 social surroundings, being particularly sensitive, knowing the unspoken rules, and

476 behaving appropriately in each context. In a new situation, when social expectations

477 are not yet obvious, “reading the air” or observing how others behave is the best

478 way to get by—the preferred coping style.

479 [When everyone reads the air properly,] it’s like a well-choreographed whole

480 piece, because everybody knows what they are supposed to do.(P9)481
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482 Emphasis on Form Versus Self-awareness Our participants stated that Japanese

483 culture, socialization, and education emphasize reaching a perfect style or form. The

484 form, or kata (型), is emphasized to achieve uniformity in school settings, but also

485 in martial arts, tea ceremony, Bonsai, dancing, and other arts. Maintaining the form

486 or style is so important that it may require ignoring body sensations and impulses.

487 This element of early socialization occurs through daily training, starting at a young

488 age; therefore, most Japanese may not realize that they are regulating their behavior

489 and self-expression. This can apparently be seen even in the way meditation is

490 taught in Japan, which emphasizes sitting, being quiet, and copying the teacher

491 “until you get it,” in contrast to the US-American style, which tends to focus more

492 on individual body sensations and process explanations. Following the form is

493 considered the first step of all learning, starting with imitating the form, observing

494 and listening, and copying what you see, none of which involves intentionally

495 paying attention to internal body sensations. The emphasis on (physical) form is

496 reflected in the Japanese culture’s relationship to the body as a process, throughout

497 which one learns to control mind and emotions, namely by following socially

498 determined embodied forms (King 2000). The mind, calmed by physical form

499 practices, in turn, should be able to control the body (see participant statements

500 below).

501 Form first. … Make form. Form controls your mind, that kind of idea.(P10)

502 In meditation, you know, Zen, we do not talk about it. We just sit and being

503 quiet.(P6)504

505 Personal Space As our participants explained, Japanese body awareness includes

506 a sense of extended personal space when interacting with others. A participant

507 described her sense of ‘body awareness’ in terms of boundaries around her, rather

508 than as referring to her internal self.

509 So rather than my internal inner self, it’s more about what’s around me, and

510 that is sort of a part of myself too.(P8)

511 And this sense of ‘personal space’ needs to be respected to avoid making others

512 uncomfortable by invading their physical space. As a result, Japanese people

513 generally do not communicate by using physical touch, such as hugs, as frequently

514 as their US-American counterparts. The participants told personal stories about how

515 this lack of physical touch (e.g. hugs or handshakes) when greeting people extends

516 into family life with family members. This has bodily implications: if Japanese

517 people are forced into a hug (e.g. in US-American social settings) they may

518 physically stiffen, consciously or not, to protect themselves.

519 I feel like my space is being invaded, like my bubble is probably like six feet

520 around.(P9)

521 Even after decades of living in the US, some of our participants could not adapt to

522 the commonplaceness of a friendly hug and reported that they are mocked for being

523 ‘formal’ with handshakes and bows. However, public transportation is a public

524 space where strangers interact closely, and the urban Japanese subway system is
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525 known for being especially packed. Under such circumstances, averting eye contact

526 with others in close proximity appears to be the first line of defense for the

527 individual, as well as the social rule to maintain politeness. The cultural norm is that

528 only when personal space is protected can one feel at ease in one’s body.

529 Mind–Body When we asked our participants how they view the mind–body

530 relationship, there seemed to be a general agreement that the mind controls the body

531 as a top-down process, using the analogy of the mind being akin to the driver of a

532 car, the body. This top-down process of mind over body relates to how illness is

533 perceived, and effects how e.g. meditation is understood in Japan, which may not be

534 different from the general population in the US.

535 Lots of Japanese people say that when somebody gets ill…, it’s the mind

536 because you get ill. Or, if you are strong in your mind you can conquer it.(P4)

537 I think our understanding of meditation is more about the mind, and not so the

538 body.(P1)

539 Our participant with a regular meditation practice pointed out her observation that

540 the Japanese may have a common concept of mind and body forming a union

541 without an explicit differentiation of mind and body, which is also reflected in the

542 language.

543 The word for mind and heart is one and the same, 心 shin in Japanese…I think

544 it’s too natural for Japanese to accept body as a mind, and mind as a body, so

545 that they have no chance or idea to discern which is which.(P4)

546 This implied conceptual union of mind and body was also considered to be a reason

547 underlying the lack of conscious verbalization or awareness of one’s bodily

548 processes, even during comfort or discomfort. The participants did, however,

549 believe that during times of stress and difficulty, their bodies do “speak up” and

550 serve as an expression of emotions. However, as mentioned before, participants

551 agreed that these bodily sensations may be ignored or suppressed by the mind in

552 order to conform to societal norms or to avoid causing trouble to others.

553 Bodily Awareness and Self-construal

554 Context Dependency

555 In line with external orientation, a major theme in our discussion was the high

556 dependency on context in Japanese culture for defining individuals’ identities, roles

557 in society, and their expected behaviors. This shows up, for example, in interactions

558 with people from different levels of the social hierarchy.

559 We are identified because of a relationship with others, or a circumstance. So

560 if we are not given the circumstance or context then we cannot identify.(P16)

561 You just kind of play the role of whatever the situation is, and you kind of

562 wear a mask… so you don’t offend anybody.(P13)
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563 The mask our participant referred to is called tatemae, which is a “polite

564 fiction”(P13) that one puts on without revealing one’s true emotions or intentions, so

565 the social interactions can happen smoothly. The opposite is called honne, as

566 explained above. Because expectations vary by social context, Japanese people are

567 used to wearing different “masks,” saying what is appropriate in each situation,

568 instead of sharing what they actually think or feel. This form of self-regulation in

569 Japan serves the need to fulfill social expectations and achieve collective social

570 harmony. The participants illustrated this “Japanese self-regulation” with examples

571 such as school children holding certain body positions for a long time, suppressing

572 physical impulses that could be viewed as inappropriate, or feeling the social

573 pressure to repress individual body awareness. They contrasted this self-control with

574 the concept of Self-Regulation as it appears in the MAIA, which aims at internally

575 and individually maintaining and sensing homeostasis. The Japanese method of self-

576 regulation is entrained by following rules and by suppressing impulses that could be

577 viewed as inappropriate, which may come at the cost of body awareness. Since this

578 self-regulation training starts from a young age, most people may not be aware of it.

579 When we were kids, self-regulation comes in very physical form. [In Japan,]

580 when we line up at the assembly and things in school we line up in a very

581 systematic manner. And even the distance between the students from one

582 behind and in front of you.(P1)

583 We need to follow all kinds of rules… so you have to follow the external rule

584 to get regulated.(P2)585

586 Difficulties with MAIA Questionnaire Items

587 The discussion in the second focus group sessions elaborated on translation-related

588 themes, language-based differences, and context dependency, and further deepened

589 our understanding of the cultural differences in self-regulation (discussed in the

590 previous section).

591 Translation from English to Japanese

592 The Japanese MAIA translation was perceived as being too direct and too “stiff,”

593 making it sound unnatural. Most participants found that questionnaire items needed

594 to include more context to clarify their meaning, particularly regarding the time

595 frame. Some questions were perceived as too ambiguous, and participants were

596 unclear whether the questions referred to potential versus current capabilities.

597 You need to change the question kind of dramatically. Not direct translation

598 from English, [but] framing it totally different to get same reaction [in the

599 Japanese version].

600 Participants also commented on the highly context-dependent nature of the Japanese

601 language. One major difference from English is the frequent absence of the subject

602 within a sentence. The participants noted this as a stark contrast to English, in which
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603

604

605

606

607

608

609

610

611

612

613

614

615

616

617

618

619

620

621

622

623

624

625

626

627

628

629

630

631

632

633

634

635

636

637

638

639

640

641

642

AQ6
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most sentences about oneself begin with “I”, whereas in Japanese, the subject of the
sentence is assumed from the context.

Specific Items

Finally, we asked our participants to comment on specific items on the MAIA and
MAIA-J. We especially wanted to hear why they had marked some items as difficult
to answer. The results, presented in Table 4 in relation to specific MAIA items, were 
related to the above general language-related and context-related themes. Items of
the Noticing and Trust scales lacked context, were unclear regarding tense and
conditionality, and participants were unfamiliar with distinguishing conscious
appraisal from immediate sensory awareness. Other difficulties related to translating
the items to Japanese were words like “home” (item 31) or “place” (item 23) in
relation to the body. For item 15, the translation was described as “too vague” or
“too abstract,” and for item 19 as being “too dramatic.”

Discussion

We collected first-person accounts from bilingual Japanese-USAmerican partici-
pants in focus groups familiar with both US and Japanese culture. The GEQ, BIIS-P
and SSCS data (Table 2) suggest that they represent a unique population of 
individuals assimilated to both cultures, who are well positioned to discuss the
cultural reception of the MAIA and cross-cultural issues surrounding bodily
awareness. The participants discussed key concepts that present challenges for a
Japanese cultural adaptation of the MAIA, as discussed in the published validation
study (Shoji et al. 2018).

With our qualitative results, our participants confirmed numerous reports
regarding cultural differences (Markus and Kitayama 1991b). The most commonly

described concept of a context-dependent, collectivistic, interdependent self-
construal stands in contrast to a Western more autonomic, individualistic,

independent self-construal. Such concept, initially proposed as a potential influencer
of interoceptive awareness by Shoji et al., was generally confirmed by the lived
experience of our study participants, as well as their SSCS scores.

Although the concept of independent vs. interdependent self-construal can be
viewed as a reasonable model for quantitative research on culturally constructed
self-identities, it is an oversimplification of a more complex process and may fall
short of looking beyond potentially “false dichotomies” (Rosenberger 1992:3). The
Japanese sense of self has been studied and discussed by many anthropologists both
from the West and from Japan (Bachnik 1992; Doi 1977, 1986; Rosenberger 1992).
Doi notes that the Japanese translation of “self” is jibum, a term that means the
“self” as part of a whole (Doi 1977). For Doi, then, no dichotomy exists between
relationship and the “individual” (Rosenberger 1992:8). Rosenberger explicitly
prefers the term “self” over the term “individual” in order to avoid the “Western

concept of essential, consistent identity” (Rosenberger 1992:17), when she describes
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643 the Japanese self as multiple, moving, situational, and changing, depending on

644 context and relations.

645 Furthermore, the concept of independent vs. interdependent self-construal may

646 primarily regard public expression and social and interpersonal relations, and has

647 been called into question regarding private experiences by other cultural psychol-

648 ogists (Hasegawa and Hirose 2005; Matsumoto 1999). This is relevant to our theme

649 of interoceptive awareness, a more “private affair,” that may be less considerate of

650 the relational context. In fact, our participants pointed out that the MAIA items are

Table 4 MAIA-J items that were considered difficult to respond to including comments

MAIA-J item (Item number

as in original English version)

Difficulty Quotes

2: ‘I notice when I am

uncomfortable in my body’

3: ‘I notice where in my body

I am comfortable’

4: ‘I notice changes in my

breathing, such as whether it

slows down or speeds up’

Lack of context, tense, and

conditionality

Lack of distinction between

sensory awareness vs. conscious

appraisal

(P4) In the English version a

situation is limited to as I am

unconformable in my body: When

I am uncomfortable in my body.

But when it comes to the item in

Japanese translation, it says “I am

noticing I am having discomfort in

my body”

15: ‘I can refocus my

attention from thinking to

sensing my body’

Translation is too abstract and

vague

19: ‘When something is

wrong in my life I can feel

it in my body’

Difference in nuances for

severity of “something

wrong”; sounds more dramatic

in Japanese than English

23: ‘When I feel

overwhelmed I can find a

calm place inside’

The word “place” in the context

of one’s own body

(P1) Saying a place, ‘the calm place

in my body,’ doesn’t feel right for

me

31: ‘I am at home in my

body’

Translation (P4) The same item in the English

version: ‘I am at home in my

body,’ and in Japanese: ‘I can feel

comfort in my body.’ For English

version, I assessed the extent of

which I understand or accept my

body as a secure base. For

Japanese version, I assessed more

about my bodily sensations, the

extent of which I feel comfort in

my body

32: ‘I trust my body

sensations’

Lacks context and timeframe (P4) Trust for what? How to trust?

To understand my environment?

Or using my bodily sensation to

make a decision? Or just about my

capability to sense my body? I

can’t tell what the item ‘I trust my

body sensation’ defines and it

expects me to assess
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651 quite personal for an average Japanese person. It is interesting that Rosenberger

652 does not exclude the possibility of an inner realm of self that may be more immune

653 from social relativity with its constitution and autonomy still under debate

654 (Rosenberger 1992). Lebra suggests a layered conceptualization of the self and

655 contrasts an interactional self, which is relative, multiple, and variable depending on

656 social context and associated with the face, with an inner self, which is less relative,

657 more stable and associated with the heart, kokoro, reminiscent of Winnicott’s “true

658 self” (Lebra 1992; Winnicott 1965).

659 Taking into consideration a broader perspective on the interaction of culture,

660 developmental and socialization process, and relational contexts, our qualitative

661 data shed light on the potential shortcomings of the Japanese adaptation of the

662 MAIA. Our qualitative data from first-person accounts of participants’ lived

663 experience of two different cultures illustrate a complexity that was not incorporated

664 into the present version of MAIA-J.

665 Interoceptive Awareness and Context Dependency

666 All MAIA questionnaire items are introduced by: “Please indicate how often each

667 statement applies to you in general in daily life.” To ask how a statement applies “in

668 general” implies a certain level of consistency of one’s behavior independent of

669 context, by researchers commonly related to as a relatively stable trait. Our focus

670 group participants, however, initially confused and consistently challenged the

671 Western trained facilitators by stating that they were missing the context for each

672 item, since their answers would certainly differ according to context. Describing

673 one’s behavior or attitude as “general” appears to point to the very heart of the

674 problem with questionnaire adaptations to Japanese: “Thus, for Japanese, appro-

675 priate personal and social behavior is identified, not as a general set of behaviors

676 that transcends situations but, rather, as a series of particular situations that generate

677 a kaleidoscope of different, constantly shifting behaviors that are nonetheless

678 ordered and agreed upon” (Bachnik 1992:7). One direction for future research may

679 be exploring contextual differences between how Japanese individuals experience

680 bodily awareness in contrast to how they might outwardly express it. The latter may

681 be more directly influenced by socially constructed values.

682 How interoceptive bodily awareness is processed in different cultures and

683 brought into public expression—or maybe not be openly expressed at all (Ikemi and

684 Ikemi 1986)—is a complex topic that has undergone little research to date (Ma-

685 Kellams 2014; Maister and Tsakiris 2014). Ma-Kellams showed that individual

686 differences in the ability to ignore contextual cues mediated performance

687 differences between Easterners and Westerners on heartbeat detection (Ma-Kellams,

688 Blascovich, and McCall 2012), suggesting contextual dependency and external

689 focus of attention to social cues may lower the attention to inner-body sensations

690 and reduce interoceptive accuracy. This is consistent with Doi’s notion of the

691 establishment of “in-group” as part of one’s self, thus, making it difficult to re-direct

692 attention to a personal self as separate from the social context within which the self

693 is embedded (Doi 1986). Such strong distinction between externally versus

694 internally directed attention to the body is also reflected in the work of Japanese
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Table 3 Sample quotes for each theme

Theme/subtheme Sample quotations

Language

Translation-related themes 1. “the translation is like an abstract kind of like thinking” (P13)

2. “there is no context in it. So it’s not easy to translate it into

Japanese” (P12)

3. “I think if you want to use that format … you should just provide

a context, and then that makes sense. But … without the context

it’s just confusing.” (PF)

4. “Japanese questionnaire, at the end, where it means in English,

supposedly, is something wrong, it is more dramatic, it’s like an

accident or emergency …, which feels a little different from

‘something is wrong in my life’” (PF)

5. “a full Japanese translation for statement #31 contains a meaning

of ‘can’ and ‘be able to’. In English statement, there is no ‘can’ and

‘be able to’.” (P8)

Language-based differences 1. “when I am speaking in Japanese I’m kind of a different person

than when I am speaking in English. I never swear in Japanese,

but I swear a lot in English. So it’s totally like a different person”

(P2)

2. “when I switch to Japanese, … I feel that my personality shifts

…with languages, back and forth, my personality shifts too” (P9)

3. “I’m a lot more polite in Japanese and more assertive in

English.” (P11)

4. “Speaking in English is kind of casual” (P8)

5. “my voice is higher when I speak in Japanese and lower in

English” (P11)

6. “I didn’t use my hand when I am speaking Japanese, but I do that

in English” (P2)

7. “When I switch to Japanese … the first thing I think about–it’s

personal to me–what am I supposed to be behaving? Is he older or

man or woman?” (P13)

8. “The Japanese language doesn’t have the–sort of–direct ‘I’ or

subject. Whereas in English, the subject has to be very clear. In

Japanese that can be kind of ambiguous.” (P3)

9. “I still have trouble with English in just particularly ‘I’

statements. And I always feel I’m talking about myself all the

time.” (P8)

10. “Japanese language is macho or feminine; Hara is a men’s

word. But a woman says Onaka.” (P14)

Cultural context of behavior

Context dependency 1. “everyone has a specific role to play. In every occasion, every

situation there is a right answer” (P13)

2. “the interaction I see in Japanese, we need to know: is she older,

the genders and everything, so we are kind of secretly searching [to

read gender, age and hierarchy]” (MK)

3. “Honne-Tatemae: two- faces. They use at this occasion this face,

this occasion this face, very clear” (P14)
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Table 4 continued

Theme/subtheme Sample quotations

Social expectations 1. “the one thing that you want to avoid back home is to stand out,

you just want to blend in, I guess” (P8)

2. “you have to be with everybody else’s same style. That’s the

Japanese way, I guess. You have to be like equal, and you have to

be like everybody else is. We were taught being like that at school,

right?” (P5)

3. “you have to be normal, you have to be strong and normal” (P9)

4. “Japanese learning and system almost train you to be kind of

attentive to someone else. And we say ‘reading the air, Kuuki wo

Yomu空気を読む.’ So everyone is reading the air” (P2)

5. “We automatically think what this person wants me to answer.”

(P2)

6. “people try to … repress their body sensation, because it’s

troublesome, it causes trouble, not to the one that’s having the

issue, but to others” (P12)

7. “you don’t want to be the weak one, you don’t want to … cause

trouble to anybody else” (P11)

8. “In Japan, when they are disciplining the child, it’s like: ‘don’t

do that because someone is going to laugh at you’ or ‘because you

are going to be a bother to someone else.’ You know, so it’s always

about thinking about the whole group” (P1)

9. “[Gaman is] perseverance, a kind of Japanese virtue for self-

sacrifice, for maintaining that harmony” (P8)

10. “Gaman 我慢” …. it means to kind of suppress yourself, or to

kind of hold yourself down.” (P3)

11. “So sometimes Gaman, or self-sacrifice for fitting in the

context, is not good; but we are expected to ignore our body

sensations as a way of self-sacrificing for collective virtue” (P4)

12. “I read some diaries written by the karoshi people; they had all

those physical symptoms, but they just don’t talk about it, and they

just keep going until they die” (P13)

Self-regulation 1. “Looking at Japanese children, I thought: God! That’s so

constraining! You know, but they are able to regulate their

bodies, or they are able to be in a certain position for a lot longer

than, say, American children” (P3)

2. “maybe there’s an impulse in the Japanese too, but before going

with the impulse, continuously you check: ‘Is this impulse okay to

follow?’”(Seiji, our Japanese consultant)

3. “We need to follow all kinds of rules… so you have to follow the

external rule to get regulated” (P2)

4. “I had [in Japan] pressure to control my body, not really

knowing the sense of body awareness”(P13)
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Table 4 continued

Theme/subtheme Sample quotations

Internal versus external orientation 1. “They’re aware that you are always seen, there’s an audience”

(P8)

2. “I think Japanese culture is, well, it is consciousness, somebody

looks at you, even when nobody is around” (P14)

3. “In middle school and elementary school, yes, it was just

embarrassing to raise your hand or speak up, because … to reveal

that you don’t understand or are not following is considered

disruptive and, you know, just shameful” (PF)

4. “[A taijinkyofusho] person doesn’t want to go out, to go into the

crowd, because he or she doesn’t want to offend other people. They

feel ‘I might be smelly or I might be ugly’” (PF)

5. “[Suicide] is not just people being depressed, but it’s actually

kind of like a badge of honor, almost” (P16)

6. “we fantasize or we honor suicide” (P1)

7. “Attention is more awareness outside, and intention is thinking

about your frame affecting your inside. And he, like my

[meditation] teacher [in the US] told me … you need to notice your

intention, and you need to be open to the attention of the outside

world. But Japanese learning and system almost train you to be

kind of attentive to someone else” (P2)

8. “so we learn things, even traditionally, observing other people,

like crafts or Zen meditation and everything. It starts off from

observing. And listening to learn, instead of talking or thinking. So

that’s the Japanese way of doing things, so we tend to be over-

focused on attention part, as you say, but not on the intention part”

(P4)

9. “the Japanese, actually, their attention will be outside more; and

then, American people’s attention goes inside” (Seiji)
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Table 4 continued

Theme/subtheme Sample quotations

Emphasis on form 1. “you practice daily, rather than consciously thinking about it”

(P1)

2. “yeah, everybody do the same things and everybody wears their

uniform, the same uniform, same hair style” (P5)

3. “because a lot of Japanese—judo or a tea ceremony or Japanese

dancing, everything got style” (P2)

4. “sometimes we have to ignore our body sensations to prioritize

the style” (P4) “meditation, you know, Zen, we do not talk about it.

We just sit and being quiet” (P6)

5. “you should copy what you see, and you don’t need to … think

about it, but in the end you feel it, and then you go and it ticks. But

it’s also taught that way to feel it and not to ask questions, but to try

to change your position until you feel it” (P16)

6. “when you learn the form first, and the aesthetics of how it looks,

and get a sort of general grasp of it, it makes sense gradually, or it

kind of catches up later on. And rather than verbally explaining it, I

think a lot of Japanese nationals what they do is to sort of feel it

out” (P8)

7. “The American meditation style emphasizes and prioritizes

one’s experiences including bodily comfort or discomfort; and they

can listen to or can be allowed to accept their body sensations, or

being more kind to their body sensations and let themselves feel

and prioritize their messages from the body, rather than being

restricted by forms, following teachings or controlling the self …

and ignoring their bodily messages” (P4)

Relationship to the body

Personal space 1. “…when I hear the word ‘body awareness’ it’s more about

boundaries… So rather than my internal inner self, it’s more

about what’s around me, and that is sort of a part of myself too”

(P8) P8

2. “how to respect other people’s body [is by] keeping their

personal comfort space” (P4)

“with Japanese, or Japanese environment, or Japanese friends, I

think the space is bigger maybe” (P9)

3. “people can be a lot more friendlier when your body space is

protected” (P9)

4. “To hug for greeting is not common in Japan. And we don’t hug

each other in my family and probably not only in my family, most

families don’t hug each other. I did hug only a romantic partner as

an expression of each other’s romantic love” (P4)

5. “I do hug, but a little stiff, my body is stiff” (P14)

6. “we don’t have a space [in the subway]… trying not to look at

each other, [not to] look at the other person” (P9)
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695 authors on the phenomenology of the body. Hiroshi Ichikawa, a Japanese

696 philosopher, noted that the body phenomena have both orientational and intentional

697 aspects. The orientational structure of body phenomena is the “aspect of the body

698 not consciously directed towards the environment, such as heartbeat, habits, and

699 learned skills. The intentional structure…consciously engages the environment”

700 (Ozawa-de Silva 2002).

701 Related to the potential difference between private versus public expressions of

702 interoceptive awareness, participants pointed out feeling some confusion around the

703 term “body awareness” and its social context. Most of them understood the term

704 from a self-objectifying perspective from the outside, such as whether others view

705 them as clumsy or graceful, rather than through introspection or interoception. At

706 least in public social settings, the individual’s body appears to be primarily viewed

707 from the outside through the eyes of others, which closely resembles Ichikawa’s

708 categorization of the body phenomena as “the body I perceive as my body perceived

709 by the other”. Ichikawa viewed this category of body phenomena as “one form of

710 grasping the body through the mediation of others…a relational existence between

711 the other and the self” (Ozawa-de Silva 2002).

712 External orientation may overlap with exteroceptive self-processing. Maister and

713 Tsakiris compared the interaction between interoceptive and exteroceptive self-

714 processing in East Asian and Western participants (Maister and Tsakiris 2014). Self-

715 face observation improved heartbeat perception of those with initially low

716 awareness only in Westerners but not in East Asians. The authors interpreted this

Table 4 continued

Theme/subtheme Sample quotations

Mind–body 1. “My perception of Japanese general culture is more mind-driven;

the mind gives us a signal and then the body reacts” (P1)

2. “[Mind and body] it’s kind of separation but also connection. It’s

connected, so your mind is the driver of the body. So we are a car,

the body is a car in a way” (PF)

3. “病は気から yamai wa ki kara (literally: disease starts from the

mind/spirit). So basically, we believe of a spirit can control your

entire body. So if you’ve got a strong spirit you even don’t get

cold” (P1)

4. “I think our understanding of meditation is more about the mind,

and not so the body” (P1)

5. “I got homesick and my appetite was not good” (P14)

6. “why my stomach hurts, because I was nervous” (P13)

7. “I get really stressed I feel that, how you say it, that I—my chest

was pushed” (PF)

8. “the body tells what’s going on with them, not mouth, but body

is presenting their issue” (P12)

9. “self-care is left behind. How you feel does not really matter…

emphasis [is] put on performance and productivity” (P8)
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717 that “for Western participants, viewing one’s own face may activate a bodily self-

718 awareness which enhances processing of other bodily information, such as

719 interoceptive signals. Instead, for East Asian individuals, the external appearance

720 of the self may activate higher-level, social aspects of self-identity, reflecting the

721 importance of the sociocultural construct of ‘face’ in East Asian cultures” (Maister

722 and Tsakiris 2014). Higher-order social constructs, in turn, relate to self-construal

723 and general cultural differences. As such, ongoing allocation of attentional

724 resources between socially oriented motivations (e.g. the need to “read the air”)

725 may compromise resource allocation for attending to one’s own interoceptive state.

726 Interoceptive Awareness and Japanese Language

727 The daily Japanese language appears to use anatomical, somatic, visceral, or

728 physiological terms more frequently to describe vague emotions rather than

729 explicitly stating the exact felt emotion. Awareness of emotional processes may

730 involve an almost ‘unconscious’ registration of somatic attributes and bodily

731 functions. For example, Japanese are more likely to describe themselves in terms of

732 physical attributes and appearances compared to US-Americans, which is in line

733 with the Japanese ‘emphasis on [physical or somatic] form’ (Kanagawa 2001) and

734 expressing emotions and mental health in a more ‘culturally acceptable’ way

735 (Lipowski 1990). In our focus group discussions, it appeared that Japanese language

736 (and identity) reflexively ties emotions and feelings—both positive and negative—

737 to bodily sensations.

738 It is currently unclear whether awareness of bodily cues as being associated with

739 emotions is related to the Japanese language, culture, or both, as language

740 preference often correlate the most with level of acculturation. Future studies should

741 investigate the association between Japanese language preference (in bicultural and

742 bilingual individuals) and the MAIA Emotional Awareness scale. A study by Tsai,

743 Simeonova, and Watanabe (2004) demonstrated that less acculturated Chinese

744 Americans used more somatic and more social words compared to more

745 acculturated Chinese Americans as well as European Americans when describing

746 emotional events. The authors suggested that both culture and language shape how

747 emotions are communicated, but even after controlling for language, culture still

748 influenced the way emotions are expressed (Tsai, Simeonova, and Watanabe 2004).

749 However, Tsai et al. did not explore how emotions are experienced and related to

750 interoceptive awareness.

751 US-Americans appear to more frequently differentiate positive versus negative

752 valence of emotions, whereas Japanese participants put less emphasis on valence or

753 appraised emotional events as neutral (Kitayama, Markus, and Kurokawa 2000;

754 Mesquita and Karasawa 2002). Being less inclined to verbally express emotions

755 does not necessarily indicate a lack of emotional awareness. A trait to feel emotions

756 more somatically may lead to less cognitive appraisal of an emotion’s valence. It is

757 possible that this paradoxically makes it more difficult to use interoceptive body

758 awareness of sensory cues for the cognitive recognition of emotions and feelings,

759 when this process implies an active distinction or differentiation of cognitive

760 processes from feelings and bodily sensations. The original MAIA assumes a
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761 Western premise that bodily sensations, feelings, and emotions are separable

762 constructs, which potentially makes it easier to itemize them in the US-American

763 culture. In the Japanese language and culture, emotion and body awareness may

764 represent a non-separable continuum, which may be reflected in the concept of

765 alexisomia. In analogy to alexithymia (the difficulty describing emotions),

766 alexisomia defines a trait of having no words for somatic sensations (Kanbara

767 and Fukunaga 2016). This phenomenon, interestingly, exists only in the Japanese

768 psychology literature.

769 Interoceptive Awareness and Self-regulation in the Japanese Culture

770 In Japanese culture, self-regulation serves the purpose of appropriately shifting

771 between conforming to social expectations and spontaneous self-expression

772 (Bachnik 1992), rather than achieving an individual sense of homeostasis. Self-

773 regulation in Japan appears to take on the connotation of self-control–of aligning

774 one’s physical or emotional interoceptive experience with the perceived situational

775 expectations or needs of the group. Rather than being used for personal gain by

776 serving a self-comforting purpose, it may be used for the collective purpose of

777 enduring (gaman 我慢) and suppressing personal discomfort in order to avoid being

778 an inconvenience to others. This is in line with Japanese early school education

779 aiming at entraining kejime, the ability to shift behavior between formal and

780 informal, between restraint of self-expression and spontaneity according to

781 changing situations (Bachnik 1992). Japanese culture views the capacity for

782 successful shifting as essential for the maturation of the sense of self (Bachnik

783 1992).

784 The likely dominant ideal in both cultures (Japanese and US-American) is that

785 people should be able to use their mind to exert top-down control over emotional

786 expression. Even though most of our participants have had at least some experiences

787 in mind–body modalities, they endorsed this ideal based on their experiences. This

788 creates a potentially rigid top-down prediction about the expected or desired

789 interoceptive experience. According to the predictive coding model of interoception

790 (Farb et al. 2015), the preferred mode of any self-regulation would aim at reducing

791 an uncomfortable mismatch between predictions (or prior expectations) and bottom-

792 up interoceptive stimuli. This would put preferential weight on expectation and

793 ignore bottom-up influences rather than update inferences based on precise bottom-

794 up interoception, e.g. as fostered by mind–body approaches or contemplative

795 practices for which the MAIA was developed. The fact that participants in the focus

796 groups as well as in the validation study had not been introduced to these divergent

797 modes of self-reference (Farb et al. 2007) and self-regulation (Farb et al. 2015) may

798 further explain the confusion of our participants regarding the Self-Regulation

799 items. With only one exception, our focus group participants did not have the

800 experience of a dedicated regularly meditation practice. For example, self-

801 regulation via bottom-up inferences is emphasized in traditional Zen practice:

802 “The power to control the activity of our mind comes from the body, and it depends

803 critically…on posture and breathing” (Sekida 1975:31).
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804 The Self-Regulation scale in the original MAIA was intended to capture potential

805 changes associated with health benefits from contemplative practices and mind–

806 body approaches, and it has been shown to do so (Mehling 2016). Its items were

807 developed from a Western perspective of serving the goal of personal homeostasis

808 and psychological health, supporting a sense of autonomy that uses an internal focus

809 on, e.g., breath awareness and interoception of other bodily sensations. For example,

810 with MAIA item 23 of the Self-Regulation scale, the implication is that when

811 someone is overwhelmed, they can focus inside and find a calm place within

812 themselves. ‘A calm place inside’ did not resonate with our participants’ experience

813 as something felt inside the body.

814 In the context of a culture that emphasizes an interdependent self-construal, the

815 concept of self-regulation is understood very differently from the Western

816 perspective. Whereas for individuals of Western culture self-regulation may

817 primarily serve emotional and physiological homeostasis, it may primarily serve

818 social attunement and fitting into a social group in Japan. There are many instances

819 where self-regulation serves both individual and collective or social needs in both

820 cultures. However, attention to and awareness of interoceptive physical cues,

821 viewed as a key element of personal homeostatic self-regulation in the West (Farb

822 and Mehling 2016; Khalsa et al. 2018; Mehling 2016), appear to be less appreciated

823 as a means for self-regulation in Japanese culture. As the cultural conditions under

824 which self-regulation is fostered or hampered by rules and social obligations define

825 the respective meaning given to autonomy and relatedness (Trommsdorff 2009), and

826 as self-regulation can use divergent modes for reducing prediction errors (Farb et al.

827 2015), our participants had difficulties in answering Self-Regulation items. This

828 may explain the loss of this scale in the factor analysis of the MAIA-J (Shoji et al.

829 2018).

830 Future Directions for MAIA Cultural Adaptation Refinement

831 Our focus group participants added additional insight into the relationship between

832 the individual’s self-construct, socio-cultural orientation, and interoceptive aware-

833 ness, highlighting both similarities and differences between Japanese and US-

834 American cultures—expected and unexpected. Responses for MAIA and MAIA-J

835 were similar but appeared to show lower levels of interoceptive awareness

836 compared to a mostly North American sample of individuals with some experience

837 of mind–body practice. As is generally the case with any translation and cultural

838 adaptation of a questionnaire, we found that the language itself presents challenges,

839 and that an improved Japanese translation of the MAIA may be warranted. The

840 participants noted the “stiffness” of the translation in adhering to the literal words.

841 They suggested that this may be due in part to the use of male translators.

842 Regardless, the language was difficult for our participants, most of whom were

843 women.

844 The lack of a more explicit context for the questions may be a particular

845 challenge for people with a context-dependent culture. Although the general

846 instructions for the MAIA are, “how often each statement applies to you generally

847 in daily life,” for statements such as, “I notice where in my body I am comfortable,”
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848 participants were uncertain whether they were asked about their current state or

849 their trait, and in which situational context. A cultural adaptation of the MAIA will

850 have to improve item clarity by adding more context related to time, place, and

851 situation (Darnell 2000).

852 The participants found it difficult to answer “so many I-statements” in the MAIA

853 and commented on the general irrelevance of paying any attention to one’s own

854 bodily sensations in the Japanese culture. A questionnaire’s reliance on I-statements

855 reflects a Western individualistic cultural-specific view of the world that may not

856 speak to other cultures and languages. This may be further explored through cultural

857 adaptations beyond Japanese.

858 In a future study, similar focus groups should be conducted in Japanese by

859 Japanese moderators in Japan. A further validation of a modified Japanese

860 translation of the MAIA should be conducted in a more representative population

861 sample. Furthermore, similar studies in other Asian cultures could illuminate

862 whether Japanese culture has unique features among Asian cultures.

863 Limitations

864 Inferences from our small focus groups are necessarily limited. The nature of our

865 focus groups presented strengths and limitations. Because our participants have

866 experience in both cultures, one might argue that their acculturation to the

867 individualistic ethos of the US could confound their responses to and interpretations

868 of the MAIA questionnaire. We argue that their bicultural identities allowed them to

869 have a unique perspective that comes with integration and separation from a cultural

870 milieu. It is known that two well-developed individualistic and collectivist self-

871 identities are able to co-exist in individuals, and that these individuals have the

872 ability to modify behavior according to the cultural context of interest (Singelis

873 1994). Our participants’ bicultural backgrounds provided well-informed perspec-

874 tives in both cultures. However, in order to definitely state that the findings would

875 potentially generalize to Japanese people living in Japan, similar focus groups

876 would need to be conducted in Japan.

877 The overwhelming majority of focus group participants were female. This could

878 be a potential limitation to the generalizability of our findings. Although we made

879 our best attempt to facilitate the focus groups as neutral observers, we inevitably

880 brought in our biases and perspectives in our words and responses to participants.

881 We also acknowledge the cultural dynamics of having two white European-

882 American male facilitators who were not familiar with the Japanese culture, and the

883 ways that this may have impacted the study through implicit biases based on

884 Western values and concepts.
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885 Conclusions

886 The present study, prompted by the recent validation study of the Japanese

887 translation of the MAIA (Shoji et al. 2018), was undertaken to explore potential

888 socio-cultural influences on interoceptive bodily awareness experienced by

889 individuals familiar with both US and Japanese cultures. The qualitative data from

890 our Japanese-American focus group discussions compared cultural contexts of

891 behavior and mind–body relationships between cultures.

892 Our findings will inform the next phase of improving the MAIA’s translation and

893 cross-cultural adaptation. In a highly context-dependent culture like Japan, future

894 versions of MAIA-J may need to specify the contexts of items in question, such as

895 the time, situation, and whether it is referring to private or public expressions of

896 body awareness. A next step would be to conduct similar focus groups in Japan with

897 non-English speaking Japanese participants to compare findings with our bilingual

898 and bicultural Japanese-American sample. Studying interoceptive awareness in

899 different Japanese age groups may show whether and how increasing exposure to

900 Western ideals of self-construal may change the culture within Japan and affect

901 interoceptive awareness.
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